
 

Masked Bugger 

The Masked Bugger™ is a “Woolly Bugger” style pattern that incorporates the Fish-Skull® Fish-Mask to provide a realistic 
head and eyes, without adding significant weight to the fly. 

 

MATERIALS: 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

FLY VARIATIONS #1 #2 #3

NAME FS MASKED BUGGER FS MASKED BUGGER FS MASKED BUGGER

COLOR BROWN/OLIVE/WHITE/BLACK BROWN/OLIVE/WHITE/BLACK BROWN/OLIVE/WHITE/BLACK

HOOK SIZE #4 #8 #10

FLY MATERIALS

1 Head Fish-Mask #5 Fish-Mask #3 Fish-Mask #3

2 Eyes 5mm Gold (Wind) 3mm Gold (WIND) 3mm Gold (Wind)

3 Hook #4 Streamer #8 Streamer #10 Streamer

4 Tail Standard Woolly Bugger Standard Woolly Bugger Standard Woolly Bugger

5 Body Standard Woolly Bugger Standard Woolly Bugger Standard Woolly Bugger

6 Hackle Standard Woolly Bugger Standard Woolly Bugger Standard Woolly Bugger

7 Thread Dam color Same as fly color Same as fly color Same as fly color



TYING INSTRUCTIONS 
 
The Masked Bugger is essentially a standard Woolly Bugger that is tied with a Fish-Mask™ and flashabou along the sides 
to imitate lateral lines. 

 
Tie a standard Woolly Bugger with the following 
changes: 
 
 Use 3 or 4 strands of flashabou along the 

sides 
 Leave a gap between the thread and the eye 

of the hook to make room to fit the Fish-
Mask™. 

 
 Apply super glue to your thread wraps on all 

sides (360º) 
 

 
 Fit the Fish-Mask™ onto the fly from the 

front. 
 

 



 
 Position the Fish-Mask™ firmly against the 

materials as shown. 
 Make sure that the Fish-Mask is positioned 

straight and even. 
 

 
 Top view. 

 

 
 Re-attach your tying thread between the 

Fish-Mask™ and the eye of the hook. 
 Do 8-12 thread wraps to create a “thread 

dam”. Tie off your thread and add head 
cement. 

 This thread dam will lock the Fish-Mask™ 
firmly in place. 

 

 
 The next step is to add the Living Eyes to the 

Fish-Mask™. 
 



 
 Add a small drop of super glue in the center 

of the eye socket. 
 Place the Living Eye into the eye socket. 

 

 
 The Masked Bugger is now complete. 
 Now go catch a big fish! 

 

 


